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Abstract
This contribution presents the rationale for and some details on the creation of a database for the results of trawl surveys conducted
from 1974 to 1981 by f!ve research vessels (RNs Mutiara 4. Jurong. Dr. Fridtjof Nansen. Bawal Putih 2 and Lemuru), using the NAN-SIS
software for the catch data, and the FiSAT software for the length-frequency data. These software -both
distributed by the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) and maintained by their authors-- allow further, detailed analysis of the data base made available herewith,
and the readers are encouraged to perform such analyses using the contributions in this volume as examples and/or starting points.

Abstrak
Tulisan ini menyajikan alasan dan beberapa informasi rinci tentang pembentukan suatu data-dasar hasil-hasil survei yang dilaksanakan
dari tahun 1974 hingga 1981 oleh lima kapal penelitian (kapal-kapal penelitian Mutiara 4, Jurong. Dr. Fridtjot Nansen, Bawal Putih 2 dan
Lemuru) dengan menggunakan perangkat lunak NAN-SIS untuk data hasil tangkapan, dan FiSAT untuk data frekuensi-panjang. Perangkatperangkat lunak ini -yang disebarluaskan oleh Food andAgriculture Organization (FAO) dan d;simpan oleh para penulisnya-memungkinkan
analisis yang lebih rinci terhadap data-dasar
tersebut sebagaimana disajikan disini, dan selanjutnya mendorong para pembaca untuk
melakukan analisis seperti ini dengan menggunakan tulisan kami ini sebagai contoh dan/atau langkah awal.

Introduction

Preliminary Data Encoding

Large-scale inferences on the structure of demersal fish
communities drawn from more than one single surveyor a
series of surveys performed by the same ship appear to have
been exceedingly rare (see Longhurst and Pauly 1987 and
contributions in Bianchi 1992). One of the reasons for this,
besides simple parochialism, is that an enormous effort is
required to encode the results of such surveys (Pauly, this vol.).
Indeed, this effort has often stumped the organizers of single
surveys (see Box 1 for a historical snippet documenting the
encoding problems of the JETINDOFISH survey).
This contribution documents the authors' experience in
encoding data from numerous surveys, obtained by five different
research vessels over a period of eight years. It also enables
replication of the analyses in this volume (Pauly 1993).

The trawl data of AN Jurong, covering areas 3-7 of the
JETINDOFISH survey (Lohmeyer, this vol.) and of AN Bawal
Putih 2, covering areas 8 and 9 of the same survey
(Martosubroto, this vol.), were made available to this project,
through the last author, by Mr. Soewito of the Directorate
General of Fisheries (DGF), Jakarta, in the form of a magnetic
tape in EBCDIC format (density 1,600 bits/inch), produced on
2 November 1985 by the computer center ("Pusat Komputer")
of the Department of Agriculture and in printout form (Fig. 1).
The tape was read for a preliminary analysis by McManus
(1989), and its contents transferred to diskettes. As both the
tape and the diskettes subsequently became infected by a
fungus, the data on the printout were re-entered by Ms.
Luningning Malumay, from September 1992 to September
1994, into a database for trawl data designed by Vakily (1992),
using the DataEase software (DataEase 1988).
The species names presented some difficulties, as
expected in trawl surveys involving various taxonomist5
identifying hundreds of species from poorly known waters. More
than 70% of the names, current at the time, have since beer
revised, and many synonymies resulted. The FishBase systerr
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Box 1. JETINDOFISH data processing problem.
[aoks 1. Masalah pemrosesan data JETINDOFISH.]
Modules one and two of the JETINDOFISH
project have made several cruises and
collected considerable data. It was originally intended that these data would be processed
in Rome using a computer program package developed for the FAO Arabian Sea Project."
This package, modified to meetJETINDOFISH
needs, was done as part of the Indian Ocean
Project (lOP). The capability no longer exists in Rome to process the data. The process
requires expertise knowledgeable of the program and the type of data being processed.
The events have created a problem in getting the data already collected and recorded
on forms intended for the Rome program, processed (400 data sheets have been completed).
There are several possible solutions to this problem. The simplest solution of course would
be to run the data in Rome using the FAO system and computer equipment. The next
possible solution is to obtain the computer program from Rome, find a compatible computer
in Indonesia and run the data in Indonesia. The advantages of this approach are the closeness to researchers and simplicity in handling data problems. If a compatible computer
system is not available in Indonesia, then the next altemative is to "liberate" the FAO program on to another computer system. This is not possible with all computer systems. The
last alternative is to create a new system in Indonesia.
The first alternative has the least cost in both time and money, although it is understood
that funds are not available in the South China Sea Fisheries Development and Coordinating
Programme (SCSP) for computer expenditure. The last is the most expensive in time and
money.
There are very few IBM data systems in Jakarta. To place the FAO program in these
systems would require computer expertise familiar with the system and computer time both
of which would have to be purchased. The capability to do this was not located. The DGF is
now using the ICL computer system at the Bureau of Statistics (BPS). This system will not
in anyway accept the FAO programs. The BPS staff, however, indicated they could write the
necessary program to process the data provided someone else described the functions.
BPS would have to be reimbursed for the cost. The problem with this approach would be the
necessary expertise to translate the needs for processing the data into a format needed by
the BPS staff.
The United States Agency for Intemational Development (USAID) has an ongoing project
to computerize the Ministry of Agriculture data. This project will be installing in September a
computer for this purpose. In the meantime the project is using a computer that can liberate
the FAO program. The project also has computer expertise that can accomplish this task.
This project can immediately adopt the FAO program to a local computer, have the survey
data key entered, and begin to process the data. The project will also train DGF personnel
in the use of the system and will later transfer the data to the Ministry of Agriculture computer
system when it is installed.
The USAID project appears to be the least expensive solution for obtaining a computer
system and offers early processing of the existing survey data. This will allow changes to be
made in the existing
program.
It is, however,
recommended
that any form of
telecommunications
or other sophisticated computer operation not be used.
The USAID project which is under contract to the Iowa State University will need a
request from the DGF to initiate this task. This can be with a telephone call to the individual
who is in charge of the USAID project.
B.G.Thompson

1-2-3 spreadsheet. The records were then
turned into NAN-SIS files for Dr. G. Bianchi (see
Bianchi et al., this vol.). This dataset was then
expanded to include the survey period
November 1974-1976 (522 stations) at IMR
(Bergen).
A third dataset documented the AN Dr.
Fridtjof Nansen trawl survey conducted in
Northwestern Sumatra on 6-30 August 1980
(Aglen et al.1981 and Bianchi, this vol.). This
had been encoded using NAN-SIS, a database
system developed by staff of the Dr. Fridtjof
Nansen Project of the Institute of Marine
Research, Bergen, Norway, and distributed by
FAO (Strcpmme 1992). Given our wish to make
the result of the surveys documented in this book
widely available inside and outside Indonesia
(Pauly, this vol.), we decided to use NAN-SIS
for storing all catch data.
Further,
we opted to use FiSAT
(FAO-ICLARM Stock Assessment Tools), a
software recently released by FAO (Pauly and
Garcia 1994; Gayanilo et al. 1996) to store all
length-frequency (UF) data emanating from the

surveys.
Use of NAN-SIS for Catch Data Storage
While now disseminated for use by any
group with trawl survey data, NAN-SIS was
initially developed to meet the needs of the
project which deployed the RN Dr. Fridtjof
Nansen (actually the predecessor of the ship
currently so named) since 1975, in various parts
of the intertropical belt (see Bianchi 1992). The
: data accumulated were stored in different
! formats, first as datasheets, then as electronic

files for various brands of (micro}computers.
One of the key features of NAN-SIS is its
routine for reading files created using various
formats (Str<l>mme1992). We found this routine
particularly helpful, given the various datasets
created using other systems. This routine is,
however, not well-documented by Str<l>mme(see
Box 2 for further details).
Because only up to 999 stations at the time can be
transferred from another file, the database on Western
Indonesian trawl data was split into three subsets:
1. the 958 stations of the surveys of RNJurong (746
stations), Bawal Putih 2 (121), Dr. Fridtjof Nansen (79) and
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was used to update many names and to verify their
concordance with known geographic ranges (Froese et al., this
vol.). The final dataset was summarized
by area-depth
combinations and processed as described in McManus (this
vol.).

Rome,

Lemuru (12), and coded JI.
2. the 522 stations of RN Mutiara 4 covering the period
1974-1976 entered directly in NAN-SIS at IMR, coded MU,
and 3. the 998 stations of RN Mutiara 4 (covering the period
1976-1979) coded MM.

A second dataset was created, based on Mutiara 4 catch
records for the years 1976-1979, by Messrs. M. Badrudin and
Suhendro Budihardjo shortly before and during their visit to
ICLARM, in May-June 1993. This dataset consisted of catch
records from 998 trawl hauls,. initially e~coded using the Lotus
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Fig. 1. Facsimile of a typical RN Jurong catch data sheet.
(Gambar 1. Fax tentang suatu bentuk penyajian data hasil tangkapan kapai penelitian Jurong.]

Fig. 2 provides the rationale for this split.
Encoding of "fresh" data using NAN-SIS, as opposed to
transferring already encoded data, was rather straightforward,
the only problem, if any, being the need to update the local
"species catalog" (i.e., the list of mnemonics; see Box 2) based
on the global catalog of the Dr. Fridtjof Nansen Project staff

However, a beta version of FiSAT was available to us,
and was used to encodea large fraction ofthe length-frequency
samples, includingtheir weightand ancillaryinformation,(fable
1) collected during the various surveys documented in this

II
""j
f
!':

volume. d

~!
:0;;

FiSATwas used for this rather than NAN-SIS, which also ~,
can store length-frequencydata because the former:
:!':
1. has been taught at numerous stock assessment ~~
courses in Indonesia and elsewhere;
~,'
2. ~ill be widely available in Indonesia and elsewhere, ;~J
and most Importantly;
-:';'~

(the global catalog required for global comparative analyses
was kindly supplied by Dr. Bianchi).

Use of FiSAT for Encoding
and Storing Length-Frequency Data

3.

The FiSAT software, created through the merging of
ICLARM's Compleat ELEFAN (Pauly 1987; Gayanilo et al.

frequency

contai~s

numerous

routines

for analysis

of length-

dataflles.

~"

~

.~!

Pauly et al. (this vol.) provide numerous examples of i
application of FiSAT to the UF database documented here. ;I~

1988) with FAG's Length-based Fish StockAssessment (LFSA)
(Sparre 1987), and the addition of complementary routines
(Pauly and Sparre 1991) was released only in 1995 after

~e
catch and effort data for Bali Straits lemuru of Ghofar and Mathews
(this vol.) were also encoded using FiSAT, as a two column file (on Diskette
2 of the database).

thorough debugging.
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Table 1. Example of a length-frequency file with incorporated length-frequency data on Decapterus macrosoma collected during surveys
by various research trawlers (here: AN Bawal Putih 2 and AN Dr. Fridljof Nansen) , from 15 May 1980 to 13 November 1980.
[TabeI1. Contoh suatu penyajian frekuensi-panjang Decapterus macrosoma yang dikumpulkan selama survei oleh kapal-kapal penelitan
trawl (Eawal Putih 2 dan Dr. Fridtjof Nansen) dari 15 Mei 1980 hingga 13 November 1980.J
Midlengtha)
("fL, cm)

Date
15/05/80

b)

15/08/80

17/08/80

19/08/80

19/08/80

13/11/80

7.5

1.00
2.00
4.00
27.00
24.00
28.00
29.00
11.00
3.00
2.00
5.00

8.5

f
..

..
"

J.

,

,

:l

1:

:"

.

1
..
;

....
f
1

~

,:

9.5
10.5
11.5
12.5
13.5
14.5
15.5
16.5
17.5
18.5
19.5
20.5
21.5
22.5
23.5
24.5
25.5
26.5
27.5
28.5
29.5
30.5
31.5

18.00
36.00
36.00
43.00
.51.00
50.00
27.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Sum
Weight of

272.00

1.00
1.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
4.00
3.00
1.00
2.00
16.00

sample (g)

7900

3400

4.00

2.00
7.00
5.00
1.00

1.00
9.00
4.00
1.00

4.00

15.00

15.00

136.00

NA

700

700

4000

a i.e., the midpoint of the length class interval.
b Details are provided, in this example, only for the first sample viz: location of station [OSO45.50 South Latitude, 1160 35.00 East
Longitude]; Station number: 4; Research Vessel: Bawal Putih 2; cod end mesh size: 4 cm; Gear type: Demersal trawl; Bottom depth: 45
meters; lime started trawling: 12:32 hrs; other information. The actual FiSAT file contains similar details on each station with lengthfrequency data.

However, these applications used only part of the data, and
similar contributions can still be extracted from the database
through the application of FiSAT (or other software).
Incorporation

of Occurrence
into FishBase

2.

It is used as repository

of occurrence

sampled during the surveys documented
was achieved

by selecting,

records of fish

in this volume. This

from the NAN-SIS

database

documented
above and from Widodo (1976), occurrence
records for all species otherwise known to occur in Indonesia

Records

(Froese et al., this vol.), thus documenting

the range covered

by these surveys, and as far as possible, the range of the fishes
in Westem Indonesia.

In addition to storing survey catch data into NAN-SIS and
UF data into FiSAT, the project which led to this volume also
included strong interaction, at ICLARM, with the FishBase
Project. This project is involved in the creation and maintenance
of an electronic encyclopedia of fish in the world, available on
CD-ROM (Froese and Pauly 1996; Froese et al., this vol.).
The interactions with FishBase were two-way:
1. It was used to check the name and distribution of fish
in the database documented here (e.g., McManus, this vol.
and Pauly et al., this vol.).

These

records were read from NAN-SIS

spreadsheet
"OCCURRENCES"

with

Widodo's
table

records)

of FishBase

(Froese

(and from a
into

the

and 'Gapuli

1996); subsequent information, e.g., on sizes, was then added
from the FiSAT files.
Thus, the users

of the FishBase

97 will find th~t it

thoroughly covers the fishes of Western Indonesia,
special map was created within FishBase.
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Box 2. Importing files to NAN-SIS,
[aoks 2. Proses import data ke NAN-SIS.]
Importing
routines
for files NAN-SIS
generateduser's
through
applications
areenable
available
in to
NAN-SIS
1992). These
not files
docuS:nl~t df and the pre!;ent,
box
is intended
to provide
withother
information
that will
them
use the(Str~me
importing programs.
Theare
fishhowever
and station
to sequential ASCII files in the format specified below. Furthermore, the names or codes identifying the species should be replaced bu Irst be convelrted
alphanumeric code used in NAN-SIS and described in StrC\>mme
(1992).
y a seven chara'~er
[Paket import informasi/files dari applikasi lain tersedia di NAN-SIS (Strl/!mme 1992). Sayangnyapaket ini tidak didokumentasikandan boks ' . d.
.,
/m /maksudkanunt uk.
membenkan kepada pengguna NAN-SIS dengan /nformas/
yang akan membuat mereka mampu untuk menggunakan program paket .rt.
tentang ikan dan stasiun seyogyanya dikonversi lebih dulu ke dalam ASCII dalam format seperti dibawah Selaniutnya namaa 'au kode /mpo, tad/. Infom'as/
"
.."
"
penC/nanspesies .
d/gant/ dengan suatu kode 7 karakter alphanumenc yang d/gunakan dalam NAN-SIS dan diterangkan dalam Strtfimme{1992).]
"gar

"
~~
"
j

Structure of the flat ASCII STATION data files from the Nansen database
Record length 109 characters including CR and LF
Example: 10
JI

1

20

30.

1 SB7908090400-0851 +11504

40

50

PT20530 90

60

70

45 15 40 40 102

80

90

300 33

82.6

100
82.6

110
55.07

Column
1-2
3-6
"7-10
11-12
" 13-14
"15-16
'17-18
, 19-22
" 23-27
" 28-33

Explanation
Project code
Station number on annual basis
Sation number on project basis. The main key to access data.
Data entry operator's initials
Year
Month
Day
lime starting (hhmm)
Latitude
23: + for N -for S; 24-25: degrees; 26-27: minutes
Longitude 28: + for E -for W; 29-31: degrees; 32-33: minutes

34
35
'36-38

Sector code
purpose code 1 = for identification 2= trial fishing 3= swept area
Gear code BT1= bottom trawl PT1= big pelagic trawl PT2= small pelagic trawl PT4= small pelgic trawl with floats OT= other gear

, 39-42
, 43-45
46-49
50-53
'54-58
, 59-61
, 62-64
" 65-68
.69-72
73-75
76-79
80-82

lime end of station (hhmm)
Duration in minutes
Log start (in nautical miles)
Log stop (in nautical miles)
Log duration in nautical miles'10 (no decimals or decimal point)
Gear depth at start (in meters)
Gear depth at stop (in meters)
Bottom depth at start (in meters)
Bottom depth at stop (in meters)
Course direction (0-360 degrees)
Wire out during trawling (in meters)
Speed during trawling in nautical miles'10 (no decimal point)

83
84
85
86-91
92-99
, 100-107

Gear condition code
Dummy character
Validity code
Sample size (in kilograms), with decimal point
Total catch (in kilograms), with optional 2 decimals and decimal point
Catch per hour (in kilograms), with optional 2 decimals and decimal point

108-109

ASCII codes CR LF

Structure of the flat ASCII FISH data files from the Nansen database
Record length 40 characters including CR and LF
Example:

10

20

30

40

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
1JI
CARDE05 68.00
1989
M
Column
, 1-3

Explanation
Project station number. NB 3 digits, not 4 as stated in the program menu

4-5
6-11
, 12-18

Project code
Sorting parameters, not in use
Species code
12-14: Family code
15-16: Genus code
17-18: Species code
Catch per hourI in kilograms), with 2 decimals
Numbers per hour
Reference number to length measure sample if taken

-19-26
, 27-34
35-37
38
39-40

Dummy character
ASCII codes CR LF

NB: The fields marked with asterisk are mandatory. the others are optional and may be filled with spaces or zeros.
The importing routines for fish records available in the 1992-release of NAN-S'S can only handle up to three-digit station numbers (up to 999 stations) for
each project, while the package itself has an upper limitation of 4 digits (up to 9999 stations). Upgraded importing routines that can handle four-digit station
numbers are now available at IMR and can be obtained by contacting the author at the Institute of Marine Research, Bergen, Norway (Fax +47-55238579 or E-mail
nansen@imr.no).

T. Str~mme
Institute of M?rine Research
Bergen, tJorway

..".,

Fig. 2. Stations included in data
subset MU (Mutiara 4 surveys 197476), JI (AN Jurong, !3awal Putih 2,
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen and Lemuru) and
MM (Mutiara 4 survey:s 1976-79)
[Gambar 2. Stasiun-stasiun yang
termasuk bagian dat.i MU (surveisurvei Mutiara 4 tahun 1974-1976),
JI (Jurong, Bawal Putih 2, Dr. Fridtjof
Nansen danLemuru) dan MM (surveisurvei Mutiara 4 tahun 1976-1979).J

.t
Table 2. Details on the Western Indonesian survey trawl catch database (1974-1981) created using

NAN-SIS.

Discussion
The database
documented
here
provides catch data (mainly by species, less
frequently by families and larger groups) and
catch per effort data from 2,478 stations,
along with 116 UF files (Tables 2 and 3).
The NAN-SIS software (Strcpmme
1992) and the FiSAT package (Gayanilo et
al. 1996) are required to read and further
analyze these data; both can 'be obtained
from FAO and can be expected to be
maintained at least until the end of the
century.
The database itself consists of two 3.5inch diskettes for MS-DOS computers, the
first with catch data, the second with UF data.
Both are available from ICLARM.d
We add, for anyone interested in
performing, for another area, the job we have
done here, a table with details on the work
involved in creating this database (Table 3).
This table provides underestimates because
it does not include the time devoted to analyze
the database. These analyses are relevant
here as they helped identify erroneous and
incomplete entries, and hence contributed
significantly to the quality of the database.

{Tabe/ 2. Rincian data-dasar hasi/ tangkapan survei trawl di Indonesia bagian barat dJ'turunkan dari
NAN-S/S.]
NAN-SIS filename

Size (bytes)

Remarks and sources

7,168

Station data of RNs Jurong (from printouts [see text]).
complemented by Lohmeyer [1982) and Anon. [n.d.]. Bawal
Putih 2 (from printouts [see text) and Anon. [1982]). Dr. Fridtjof
Nansen (NAN-SIS files supplied by Dr. G. Bianchi. pers.
comm. and Aglen et al. 1981) and LemulU (Anon. 1976).
Same. but for catch data.

STA.KJI

and
STA.MJI

70,596

FISH.KJI

523,264

and
FISH.MJI
LEDATA.KJI

346,518
4,096

and
LEDATA.MJI
SPECCAT.KJI

0

243,712

and
SPECCAT.MJI
STA.KMU

341,978
5,120

and
STA.MMU

FISH.KMU

38.850

384,000

Local species catalog created for this database and used for
storing links between mnenomics and scientific names.

,

Station data of AN Mutiara 4 covering the period November
1974 to Juty 1976 (from Martosubroto and Pauly 19'76 and a
manuscript by D. Pauly and A. Dwiponggo) entered
directly in NAN-SIS by Dr. Fridtjof Nansen project staff at
IMR, Bergen.
Same, but for catch data.

and
FISH.MMU
LEDATA.KMU
and
LEDATA.MMU

244.125

4.096
0

8.192

STA.KMM

and
STA.MMM
FISH.KMM

63.344
1.639.424

UF files automatically created by NAN-SIS (these files are
empty; see text and Table 3) The Mutiara 4 data documented
here consists of records mostly at the family level; a
temporary catalog was created for this and higher groupings.
to store the links between them and their mnenomics (see
also Bianchi et al.. this vol.)
Station data of RIV Mutiara 4 covering the period 1976-1979
(from Losse and Dwiponggo 1977 and Dwiponggo and
Badrudin 1978.1979. 1980).
Same. but for catch data

and
FISH.MMM
LEDATA.K~1M

974.764
35.840

and
'Diskette nos. 1 (catch data) and 2 (UF data) are available from ICLARM for USS20 each. including handling
and mailing. If both are ordered. their price is USS30.
The FishBase CD-ROM is available as a separate item.
See back matters for ordering details.

UF files automatically created by NAN-SIS (these files are
empty; see text and Table 3).

l/F

files encoded

Budihardjo

45.524
19,456

LEDATA.MMM
SPECCAT.KMM

and

ICLARM
Local species
storing

18.032

SPECCAT.MMM
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in NAN-SIS

prior to and during
catalog

links between

created

by Messrs.

Badrudin

their month-long
for this database

mnenomlcs

and scientific

and

stage

at

and used for
names

-1
Table 3. Details on the length-frequency data sampled during trawl surveys in Western Indonesia,

1974-1981.
[Tabel 3. Rincian data frekuensi-panjang (UF) sebagaimana dati contoh ikan yang diperoleh
selama survei-trawl di Indonesia bagian barat dalam tahun 1974-1981.J
Directories
Size
No. 01:
'
(bytes)

species samples

Measurement

Sources

!
~

t

J
r

Note: Further UF measurements

are given in Dwiponggo and Badrudin (1978,1979, 1980).

f

Table 4. Breakdown in person/months of the effort required to create the database of trawl
data documented in this contribution.
[Tabe/ 4. Rincian upaya dB/am orang/bu/an yang diperlukan untuk menciptakan data-dasar
dari trawl yang didokumentasikan dB/am tu/isan ini.]
Skill

Montha

Conceptualizing/directing project
Troubleshooting, supervision
Data encoding and verification

2b
3
24
15

Person
Project Leader
Scientist{s)
Research Assistants
Typist/Clerk

Typing/encoding

aEffort is expressed in person/month, but can easily be reexpressed in monetary form, given
gross salary costs for the required person in the country where project is implemented. Note
that this effort does not include the time required to analyze the data and to write the contributions
included in this volume.
bOoes not include the time required to edit the contributions included in this volume.

Anon. 1982. Collected cruise report AN Bawal Putih 2. Indian Ocean
Programme/Directorate Gener'al of FISheries. 265 p.
Bianchi, G. 1992. Demersal assemblages of tropical continental shelves.
University of Bergen, Norway. 217 p. Ph.D. thesis.
DataEase. 1988. DataEase manual. DataEase International TrlJmbull,
Connecticut, USA.
Dwiponggo, A. and M. Badrudin. 1978. AN Mutiara 4 surveys data in 1977.
Contribution of the Demersal Fisheries Project No. 5(A). 133 p. Marine
Fisheries Research InstiMe (LPPL), Indonesia.
Dwiponggo,A. and M. Badrudin. 1979. Data of trawl survey by ANMutiara 4
in the Java Sea subareas in 1978. Contribution of the DE,mersal
Fisheries Project No. 6(A). 128 p. Marine Fisheries Research Institute
(LPPL), Indonesia.
Dwiponggo, A. and M. Badrudin. 1980. Length frequency measurement.
Contribution of the Demersal Fisheries Project No. 7(B). 94 p. Marine
Fisheries Research Institute (LPPL), Indonesia.
Froese, R. and D. Pauly. 1996. FishBase 96: concepts, design alld data
sources. ICLARM, Manila. 179 p.
Froese, R. and E. Capuli. 1996. The OCCURRENCES Table, p. 53-fi6. In R.
Froese and D. Pauly. FishBase 96: concepts, design and data sources.
ICLARM, Manila. 179 p.
Gayanilo, F.C., Jr., M.L. Soriano and D. Pauly. 1988. A draft guidE~to the
Compleat ELEFAN. ICLARM Software 2, 65 p.
Gayanilo, F.C., Jr., P. Sparre and D. Pauly. 1996. The FAQ-ICLARI.1 Stock
Assessment Tools (FiSAT) user's manual. FAO Comput. Info. Ser.
(Fish.). No. B, 126 p. FAO, Rome, Italy.
Lohmeyer, U., Editor. 19B2. JETINDOFISH (Joint Eastern Tropical Indian
Ocean Fishery Survey) survey report module II. Deutsche Gesl~lIschaft
furTechnische Zusammenarbeit/Directorate General of FISheries. 276

On the other hand, even if the cost that can be computed
from Table 4 appear high, they still remain a small fraction of
the cost of conducting a trawl survey.
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